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Aluminum nanorods (Al-NRs) are promising fuels for pyrotechnics due to the high contact areas

with oxidizers, but their oxidation mechanisms are largely unknown. Here, reactive molecular

dynamics simulations are performed to study thermally initiated burning of oxide-coated Al-NRs

with different diameters (D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm) in oxygen environment. We found that thinner

Al-NRs burn faster due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio. The reaction initiates with the dissolu-

tion of the alumina shell into the molten Al core to generate heat. This is followed by the incorpora-

tion of environmental oxygen atoms into the resulting Al-rich shell, thereby accelerating the heat

release. These results reveal an unexpectedly active role of the alumina shell as a “nanoreactor” for

oxidation. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913490]

Aluminum (Al) nanoparticles are widely used for pro-

pellants and explosives because of their high volumetric

energy density,1 high heat-release rate,2 low ignition temper-

ature,3 and rapid heat propagation.4 During combustion, Al

nanoparticles tend to melt and coalesce into large agglomer-

ates,5,6 which makes the combustion behavior highly com-

plex.7,8 For example, slow burning of these agglomerates

prevent continuous combustion.9 The agglomeration also

results in uneven size and composition distributions of the

mixed fuel and oxidizer particles. This is detrimental to the

performance through, e.g., incomplete Al combustion,10

instabilities,11 and slag formation.12 In order to overcome

these problems, there is a critical need for a new morphology

of Al powders.

Various nanomaterial architectures have been explored

to achieve this goal by enhancing the homogeneous distribu-

tion of oxidizer and fuel.13,14 For example, mesoporous

structures15,16 and nanorods based on self-assembly

approaches17,18 were used instead of spherical oxidizers to

achieve higher contact areas with fuel nanoparticles around

them and lower resistance for overall diffusional processes.

Alternatively, the same goal may be reached using non-

spherical nanofuels. In particular, various methods have

recently been developed to synthesize Al nanorods (Al-NRs)

and Al nanodisks, including electrodeposition,19–21 vapor

deposition,22 electromigration,23,24 and colloidal lithogra-

phy.25 For designing Al-NR based energetic composites, it is

essential to understand the oxidation dynamics of Al-NRs. A

key question is: What is the size effect on the burning speed?

Since a native oxide shell exists in all Al-NRs synthesized

by the above-mentioned methods, another important ques-

tion is: What is the role of the oxide shell in the oxidation

dynamics?

To answer these questions, we have performed reactive

molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations26 of three oxide-

coated Al-NRs with diameters D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm. Each

cylindrical Al-NR has a length of 3D and consists of a cylin-

drical Al core of diameter D0 (¼D� 6 nm) covered by a

3 nm amorphous alumina (Al2O3) shell (see Fig. 1). Our Al-

NR simulations with very high surface areas correspond to

cases where high heterogeneous surface reaction (HSR) rates

play an essential role.27

The oxidation dynamics is studied by heating the left

one-third of the Al-NR to a temperature of 1100 K within

9 ps, while the atomic positions of the rest of the Al-NR and

the environmental oxygen are fixed at those in the 300 K

simulation. The radial distribution function shows that the

Al core in the heated left end is liquid at 1100 K.

Subsequently, the constraints are removed and the system

undergoes oxidation dynamics in the microcanonical en-

semble for 1 ns.

Figure 2 shows middle-xz slice snapshots of the D¼ 26

((a)–(c)), 36 ((d)–(f)), and 46 nm ((g)–(i)) systems at times

t¼ 1 ps, 500 ps, and 1 ns. Initial heating of the left one-third

of the Al-NR causes slight volume expansion of the left end

as shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(d), and 2(g) for D¼ 26, 36, and

46 nm, respectively. Subsequently, the oxidation front propa-

gates from left to right along the nanorod. At the same time,

each Al-NR shortens and its left end deforms into an ellip-

soid as shown in Figs. 2(b), 2(e), and 2(h) for D¼ 26, 36,

and 46 nm, respectively. By 1 ns, the entire 26 nm rod has

become an ellipsoidal aggregate (Fig. 2(c)), and the majority

FIG. 1. Schematic of an Al-NR with diameter D and length L¼ 3D. The Al

core (shown in green) is covered with a 3 nm-thick alumina shell (orange)

and is embedded in oxygen environment (blue).
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of the 36 nm rod except its right end has become an ellipsoi-

dal aggregate (Fig. 2(f)). In contrast, only half of the 46 nm

rod aggregates as shown in Fig. 2(i). This indicates complete

burning of D¼ 26 nm Al-NR by the end of the simulation,

while D¼ 36 and 46 nm Al-NRs remain incompletely

burned.

To quantify the size dependence of the reactivity,

Fig. 3(a) plots the temperature as a function of time for

D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm systems. For all Al-NRs, the tempera-

ture increases monotonically as soon as the oxidation reac-

tion starts. Also we note that the temperature is always

higher for thinner Al-NRs. To study heat release in the three

systems, Fig. 3(b) plots the rate of temperature increase

dT/dt as a function of time. While dT/dt> 0 at all times in all

three systems, the dT/dt exhibits a valley, corresponding to

the lowest heat release, at t¼ 100 ps for all Al-NRs. The

minimum dT/dt values are different for different diameters,

with D¼ 26 nm Al-NR having the highest value. After pass-

ing the valley, the rates start to increase, signifying the accel-

erated heat release. The dT/dt value is always larger,

corresponding to faster heat release, for smaller Al-NRs. The

decrease of dT/dt for D¼ 26 nm Al-NR after 800 ps is due to

the completion of burning. To confirm this interpretation,

Fig. 3(c) shows the time evolution of the fraction of un-

reacted core Al atoms. In fact, the un-reacted core Al frac-

tion becomes 0 after 800 ps, indicating complete burning.

Fig. 3(d) plots the pressure as a function of time for D¼ 26,

36, and 46 nm systems. The pressure increases monotoni-

cally with as the temperature increases. Similar size depend-

ence was also observed for the burning of spherical Al

nanoparticles.31

In order to understand the cause of the crossover

from deceleration to acceleration of heat release in Fig. 3(b),

Fig. 4 shows part of the middle xz cross section of the oxide

shell in D¼ 36 nm Al-NR before (a) and after (b) the cross-

over. Here, the oxide shell is identified as the largest frag-

ment interconnected by Al-O bonds, which may contains

some of the Al (red) and O (yellow) atoms from the original

shell, Al atoms from the original Al core (blue), and environ-

mental O atoms (black). In the early stage, some O atoms

from the shell start to react with core Al atoms (see Fig. 4(a)

at 50 ps). Namely, we observe reduction of the amorphous

alumina shell involving reactions between liquid Al(l) and

solid Al2O3(s) at the core-shell interface. This energy release

by interfacial mixing of Al core and Al2O3 is akin to the

formation of an interphase “complexion” in a solid-solid

interface.28 In order to reduce the high energy associated

with a sharp interface, a thermodynamically stable interphase

of thickness� 1 nm is formed, which has distinct atomistic

structures that do not exist in bulk. Ab initio quantum

molecular dynamics simulation showed that melting of one

side of the interface significantly accelerates the formation

of the interphase,29 which is the case here. A similar

FIG. 2. Middle-xz slice snapshots of D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm Al-NR systems

at times 1 ps, 500 ps, and 1 ns. Only shown are Al atoms from the shell (red

dots), O atoms from the shell (yellow dots), and environmental O atoms

(black dots).

FIG. 3. (a) Temperatures of the three Al-NRs as a function of time. (b) The

rates of temperature increase dT/dt of the three Al-NRs as a function of

time. (c) The fraction of remaining core Al atoms as a function of time. (d)

Pressures of the three Al-NRs as a function of time.
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high-temperature reduction of alumina at Al2O3(s)-Al(l)

interfaces was observed by Oh et al. using high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy during vapor-liquid-solid

growth of alumina nanowires.30 Subsequently, environmen-

tal O atoms get adsorbed onto the outer surface of the shell,

while more reactions occur at the core-shell interface due to

the oxygen deficiency of the shell (see Fig. 4(b) at 200 ps).

Namely, the reduced amorphous shell re-oxidizes, involving

reactions between gas-phase O(g) and Al2O3(s). These

results indicate an unexpected role of the oxide shell as a re-

active medium (or nanoreactor). Rather than being an inert

separator between the inner Al fuel and outside oxidizer, the

oxide shell continuously exchanges its constituent atoms

with core Al and environmental O atoms, thus promoting

interfacial reactions and heat release. An essential role of ox-

ide layers to support HSR by transporting reactants has been

discussed in Ref. 27.

To study the dynamics of the oxide-shell growth, Fig.

S1 plots the time evolution of the composition of its constitu-

ent atoms from different sources, i.e., the numbers of Al and

O atoms from the original shell, original core Al atoms, and

original environmental O atoms.26 For all three Al-NRs, core

Al atoms are continuously incorporated into the oxide shell,

while some of the O atoms are dissolved into the Al core,

starting immediately at time 0. The rapid initiation of the

core-shell reaction is likely due to the high pressure and tem-

perature of the liquefied Al core. This is similar to the sub-

oxide formation mechanism at alumina-liquid Al interfaces

suggested by Laurent et al.31 On the other hand, environmen-

tal O atoms only appear after 200 ps in the oxide shell. This

onset time roughly corresponds to the accelerated heat

release in Fig. 3(b). We thus attribute the accelerated heat

release after 200 ps to the onset of O(g)-Al2O3(s) reactions.

To study the stoichiometry of the oxidation product,

Fig. 5(a) plots the ratio of the number of O atoms to that of

Al atoms in the oxide shell as a function of time for the three

Al-NRs. The time evolution of the stoichiometry in

D¼ 26 nm Al-NR directly reflects the different stages of the

oxidation mentioned above, i.e., reduction of the alumina

shell at the core-shell interface, followed by re-oxidization

of the Al-rich shell at the environment-shell interface. In this

system, the complete consumption of core Al at 800 ps (see

Fig. 3(c)) leads to the diminishing partial pressure of Al, and

the rest of reactions is between the hot Al-rich aggregate

(Fig. 1(c)) and environmental oxygen. For the larger (D¼ 36

and 46 nm) Al-NRs, the second reaction stage is not reached

before 1 ns (Fig. 5(a)) due to the slower reaction speeds

(Fig. 3(a)). This confirms the active role of the oxide shell as

a nanoreactor, instead of an inert dead weight.

Next, we study the spatial propagation of the oxidation

reaction along the Al-NR. To do so, Fig. S2(a) shows snap-

shots of the largest oxide fragment in D¼ 36 nm Al-NR

at different times.26 The positions of the oxidation front

(red arrows) at different times show that the oxidation reac-

tion propagates from left to right along the Al-NR axis.

Figure S2(b) shows the temperature distribution in the same

Al-NR. The hot spots shown in red color are located on the

outer left surface of the shell.26 Oxidation reaction on the

shell generates heat, which promotes further reactions and

pushes the oxidation front rightward along the Al-NR axis.

The molten Al core has high local pressure. Figure S2(c)

shows the pressure distribution in the same Al-NR, where

highest pressure is observed in the Al core.

In order to quantify the size effect on the combustion

speed, we calculate the oxidation front position as the

average position of the rightmost 100 core Al atoms in the

largest oxide fragment, as well as the melting front position in

core Al as the rightmost position where the temperature of

the un-reacted core reaches the melting point, 933.52 K.

Figures 5(b)–5(d) shows the oxidation and melting fronts as a

function of time for D¼ (b) 26, (c) 36, and (d) 46 nm Al-NRs,

respectively. Linear regression yields the average oxidation-

front speed in D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm Al-NRs to be vo¼ 88,

70, and 60 m/s, respectively. In comparison, the average melt-

ing front in core Al propagates at vm¼ 91 m/s, 72 m/s, and

66 m/s for D¼ 26, 36, and 46 nm Al-NRs, respectively. The

average vm is larger than vo in all systems, which signifies that

the former dictates the burning of Al-NRs. The faster vo’s of

the smaller Al-NRs are likely caused by the larger surface-to-

volume ratios. This is understandable in the light of the active

roles of the core-shell and environment-shell interfaces as reac-

tion spots and heat sources to support continuous melting of

the metallic core Al. Here, we should note that both the melt-

ing and oxidation fronts in D¼ 26 nm Al-NR reach the right

end before 1 ns, with the former reaching earlier than the latter

(Fig. 5(b)). In D¼ 46 nm Al-NR, vo is slower than vm in the

first 600 ps, exceeds the latter around 600 ps, and then slows

down below vm toward 1 ns. This can be understood as a result

of oxidation in the radial (in addition to axial) direction that

contributes significantly in larger Al-NRs. In D¼ 46 nm

FIG. 4. Snapshots of part of the middle

xz slice of the 36 nm system, showing

the largest oxide fragment at (a) 50 ps

and (b) 200 ps. Original shell Al, shell

O, core Al, and environmental O atoms

are shown in red, yellow, blue, and

black colors, respectively.
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Al-NR, the axial and radial oxidation fronts merge abruptly

around 600 ps to cause a sudden advance of the oxidation

front.

For a closer look at the heat propagation in Al-NRs, Fig.

S5 shows the radial temperature distribution at yz cross-

sections in the left one-third, middle one-third, and right one

third parts of D¼ 36 nm Al-NR at different times. We see

that the hottest area always is the shell region. This estab-

lishes the role of the shell as a heat source to sustain the oxi-

dation reaction.

In summary, RMD simulations of oxide-coated Al-NRs

with different diameters reveal the atomistic mechanisms

behind the faster oxidation reactions of the smaller Al-NRs.

When one end of an Al-NR is heated to 1100 K and the rest

of the nanorod is kept at 300 K in oxygen environment, the

nanorod burns from the heated end to the other end along the

nanorod axis. The reaction initiates at the interface between

the alumina shell and Al core, where shell O atoms react

with core Al at high temperature to form bonded interfaces.

Subsequently, the fuel-rich oxide shell starts absorbing envi-

ronmental oxygen for further oxidation. This in turn acceler-

ates the heat release. The smaller nanorods have the faster

oxidation-front speeds. The fastest oxidation-front speed in

our simulations is 88 m/s for D¼ 26 nm Al-NR. In front of

the oxidation, the Al core melts with heat provided by the

oxidation reaction. The melting speed has been found to be

faster than the oxidation speed for every studied nanorod.

For D¼ 26 nm Al-NR, for instance, the melting-front speed

is 91 m/s. The faster oxidation-front and melting-front speeds

are due to the larger surface-to-volume ratios. Namely, heat

produced from the shell interfaces promotes the melting and

oxidation of the core Al volume. Thus, enlarging the sur-

face-to-volume ratio is critical for enhancing the burning ef-

ficiency. These findings might help understand the

combustion behaviors of energetic compounds containing

Al-NRs. Future studies may include the effects of different

environment and other elements such as dopants and plasti-

cizers, and the interaction of shock waves with these oxida-

tion reactions.
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